
Select ‘Settings’ 

Step 1 Step 2 

Find and click         
on ‘Wi-Fi’  

Step 3 

Slide this to the Left 
and turn the Wi-Fi 

function OFF  

The WF-6 Remote Wireless Controller provided by MistAir, uses a standard Android cell phone as the         
remote handheld device. A small microprocessor controller is installed at or near the device(s) to be            
operated. The users cell phone, depending upon the surrounding environment can control the devices          
up to approximately 500 feet. 
 
The process to manage the remote involves several easy to learn steps which are illustrated below.  The     
application to operate the controller is installed on the cell phone; this application is proprietary from the 
manufacturer, no other public domain apps will work.   

Step 4 

Wi-Fi Operation Instructions 
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No available networks  
will be shown 



Turn Wi-Fi             
Discovery, back on 
by sliding switch 
back to the RIGHT - 
None of these      
devices displayed 
can be shown as 
‘Connected’ -       
disconnect them as 
required 

Step 5 Step 6 

Select ‘Connect’ 
 

Do not check Auto     
reconnect 

Step 8 

The cell phone will 
now display all of the 
Wi-Fi Hot Spots that 
it detects; your list 
will look different 
than this example,   
except, it should 
show this device:   
USR-WIFI1232-
B2_72B4 

Wi-Fi Operation Instructions 

Step 7 

Click and open 

Verify this is the 
Correct Wi-Fi point 
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Your cell phone is now 
connected via the       
wireless protocol  
 
Ignore any messages 
that indicate you are no 
longer connected to the 
Internet - this is what is 
required, no Internet   
access 

Wi-Fi Operation Instructions 

Step 9 

This screen will 
show you are 
now connected 
to the Wi-Fi  
Controller 
 
Speed you are 
connected 
 
IP Address of 
Controller 

Step 10 

Step 11 
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Using the return 
function  
on the lower right 
of the cell phone, 
find the Wi-Fi Icon 
on your cell and 
open it 



Step 12 

After you have 
clicked on the icon, 
this screen will     
appear  
 
Depress the  
‘Connect’ button 
 
 

Step 13 

The Connect Button will now 
turn Green   Verify ‘T’  
is showing to the right of the 
‘1’ button 
 

 

Step 14 

Depress the 1 
Button 
 

The green indicates 
zone 1 is now ON or 
active  
 

In the ‘T’ mode 
(Toggle), depress 
button 1 to turn ON 
and once more to 
turn OFF 

 
 

Wi-Fi Operation Instructions 

   Controller Button Designators:   
   T=Toggle, press on, stays on until pressed  
   off;  
   

   L=Latched, press on, stays on until ‘All Off’   
   is depressed;   
    
   M=Momentary, press on, release,  
   switches  off.    
 

   0s=Sets time in seconds,  zone remains  in    
   Toggle or Latch mode.  
   

   Modes can be intermixed.   
 

Once the controller has been contacted and the appropriate zones have been 
turned on or set, the Wi-Fi application can be  exited, the Wi-Fi link turned off 
and the cell phone returned to normal Wi-Fi operation without disrupting the 
set condition of the MistAir controller.  
 

The only way the MistAir controller can be changed is to re-connect as          
illustrated above, or the primary power is shut off; the controller ’remembers’ 
how it was set even if the link between the cell phone and the controller is            
disconnected.  
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